PRESS RELEASE
7th September 2013
One award for true all rounders at the Mount Isa Athletics Club is the ‘Total Legend’ trophy.
Throughout the season athletes are awarded Legend Certificates for performances of a high level,
if an athlete can achieve a certificate in all events offered to them they receive the Total Legend
Trophy for their efforts. The clubs final hurdle day of the season saw six year old Sienna Stehbens
gain her final certificate needed to secure her the highly coveted and rarely awarded trophy
making her only the second athlete to receive the award this season.
Other athletes that will be receiving Legend Certificates will be Ryan Hujanen, Kadea O’Donnell,
Denzil Perkins, Layla Verhoeven, Ashlee Spencer, Julian Grimaldi, Jaxon Constantinou, Rhylee
Douglas and Jace Fraser. The Club as a whole now needs only six more legend certificates to be
awarded to claim yet another milestone of the total amount of Legend Certificates issued in a
single year.
The lull in presentations of the Perfect 5 from 5 PB Medallions lasted just a single week after 12yr
old Maya Piggott posted her first perfect score for the season. 7yr old Rhylee Douglas joined the
ever growing list of athletes that have finished the day with four and an equal from five after
matching his old PB in the 100m. Josie Hopkins, Tyler TeWani and Craig Williams were all
impressive but finished one PB short with 4 from 5.
Three athletes whose names are well known in the club record books have claimed more spots
with Hammer thrower Brianna Smith showing her diversity pushing the U/18 womens Shot Put out
to 9.91m. Heptathlete Erin ‘Beast’ Faithful lowered her own 14 yrs 90m Hurdle time to 17.0s and
Speedster Denzil Perkins took more than half a second off the 9yr boys 60m Hurdles record with a
time of 11.4s.
The clubs solo AWD Athlete (Athlete With Disability) Daniel Wing continues to improve weekly
posting a Discus PB of 13.29m. Daniel and ‘The Legend that is’ Miss Nancy (Daniel mum) are both
primed and ready for the upcoming ANQ Championships at the end of the month where the will
both be competing in the throwing events.
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